


PROJECT OVERVIEW

• Landmark Media Productions and Title Entertainment present: The Golf Courses of Great Britain & Ireland, a 
4x60’ documentary series showcasing the best courses of Scotland, Ireland, England and Wales.

• The program is based on the historic book, The Golf Courses of the British Isles, by Bernard Darwin, widely 
regarded as golf’s greatest writer.

• A  21st century vision of Darwin’s celebrated work, the series brings the courses he describes vividly to life, 
letting viewers experience these masterpieces the way Darwin did over 100 years ago.

• The following pages will describe the series and its groundbreaking approach of using a 100 year-old 
manuscript as a narrative guide.  Originating in the era of Downton Abbey, the approach will be very 21st

century, using the latest technology and production techniques to bring these courses, and their stories, to life 
like never before.  Aiding us will be some of the biggest names in golf, offering stories and analysis on these 
cathedrals of the game.
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THE SOUL OF GOLF

• The courses of the Great Britain and Ireland are hallowed ground for golfers because of their rich history, 
uniqueness and beauty.

• Golfers around the world dream of visiting and playing these courses, following in the footsteps of every 
legend in the game. We will take viewers on this magnificent journey, creating a unique emotional experience 
with a very desirable demographic.

• Using Darwin’s text as our narrative guide, The Golf Courses of Great Britain & Ireland is a revolutionary way 
to enjoy these courses, matching stunning visuals with immaculate writing.  This approach will be enhanced by 
interviews with champions past and present, and unique voices from the golf world.

• An example of our editorial approach is laid out in the following pages, which outline a few segments of 
Episode 3.  It is best experienced when paired with the look and feel of our trailer, which can be viewed at: 
https://vimeo.com/27383438.
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BIGGEST NAMES IN GOLF

Adding to Darwin’s majestic words with their stories and reflections will be some of golf’s leading figures.  Among 
those already confirmed:

• Jack Nicklaus: widely considered the greatest golfer of all time, with a record 18 major championships.
• Greg Norman: two-time Open champion and former number one player in the world
• Tom Watson: five-time Open champion, won eight career majors
• Peter Alliss: renowned BBC golf commentator
• Sir Michael Bonnallack: former secretary, The Royal & Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews
• Zach Johnson: 2015 Open champion
• Graeme McDowell: major champion and current touring pro
• Brad Faxon: Fox Sports commentator, PGA Champions Tour pro
• Ian Baker-Finch: Open champion and current CBS golf commentator
• Raymond Floyd: four-time major champion
• Gil Hanse, Tom Doak & Martin Ebert: currently the leading golf course architects in the world
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FULL EPISODE DESCRIPTIONS
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EPISODE 1: SCOTLAND – “NATURAL GOLFING COUNTRY”
“The seventeenth hole has been more praised and more abused probably than any other
hole in the world.  It has been called unfair, and by many harder names as well.  Many like it,
most respect it, and all fear it.”

- Bernard Darwin, on the “Road” Hole at St Andrews

Using Darwin’s account, the viewer will be immersed in the historic courses of Scotland.  But this, like the following episodes, will not 
just be a visual spectacle: stories and analysis from some of the leading names in golf will demonstrate why these majestic landscapes 
are considered hallowed ground.  Among the courses featured: St Andrews, Carnoustie, Muirfield and Royal Troon.

EPISODE 2: IRELAND - “PURE, UNADULTERATED FUN"
“There is no country where the golfers are more keen or more hospitable than in Ireland, and the friendliness with 
which the inhabitants welcome their guests is only equaled by the earnestness with which they endeavor, and very 
often successfully, beat them.  It is a fine country for a golfing holiday.”

- Bernard Darwin

The stunning sandhill courses of Ireland are beloved by golfers around the world.  Darwin joins them in their affection for this 
dynamic land of “rolling dunes and bristling bents.”  Among the courses featured: Royal County Down, which was recently 
declared the top course in the world by Golf Digest, and Royal Portrush, host site for the 2019 Open Championship.



EPISODE 4: HEATHLAND, WALES & DARWIN 
“Every golfer has a course for which he feels some blind and unreasoning affection.  When he is going to this his golfing home 
he packs up his clubs with peculiar delight and care; he anxiously count the diminishing number of stations that divide him 
from it, and finally steps out on the platform, as excited as a schoolboy home for the holidays.”

- Bernard Darwin, on his journeys to Aberdovey

Here we visit some of England’s great heathland courses, and the finest courses in Wales.  We will also explore Darwin
himself.  The quintessential English gentleman, Darwin wrote with grace and class, but exhibited very little of it on the 
golf course.  His tantrums were legendary.  This task of finding Darwin will be uniquely executed, using the courses he
loved best, and the words he so eloquently wrote, as a documentary vehicle.  Among those featured: Sunningdale, 
Walton Heath, Aberdovey and Rye.

EPISODE 3: ENGLAND- “A CHARM THAT BELONGS TO ITSELF”
“Sandwich has a charm that belongs to itself, and I frankly own myself under the spell.  The long strip of turf on the
way to the seventh hole, that stretches between the sandhills and the sea; the sun shining on the waters of Pegwell Bay 
and lighting up the white cliffs in the distance; this is as nearly my idea of Heaven as is to be attained on any earthly links.”

- Bernard Darwin, on Royal St. George’s

Darwin’s homeland brought out his best writing, which is understandable considering the quantity and quality of the
courses.  Among those featured: Royal St. George’s, Royal Liverpool, Royal Lytham & St Annes, and Royal Cinque Ports.



SEGMENT OUTLINES FROM EPISODE 3:

ENGLAND: “A CHARM THAT 
BELONGS TO ITSELF”

THE COURSES OF
KENT COUNTY 
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SEGMENT 1: ROYAL ST. GEORGE’S

• Narrator delivers Darwin’s passage about St. George’s over majestic landscapes: “On the first tee, we may catch a glimpse 
of somebody playing the last hole, and another couple disappearing over the brow to the second, and that is all; the rest 
is sandhills and solitude.”

• Stories and facts about Royal St. George’s, to be told combining interviews and Darwin’s text:

• Greg Norman reflects on his Open championship victory on the course in 1993 and his record setting final round, a 
round that caused Gene Sarazen to say “I never thought I would live to see golf played like this.”

• Jack Nicklaus discusses his alleged dislike of the course, based on a comment he doesn’t remember making, and 
architects Hanse, Doak and Ebert analyze why it is the most despised of the courses currently hosting the Open 
Championship.

• Ian Fleming, a club member, modeled the famous golf scene in Goldfinger after Royal St. George’s, but why did he 
change the club name?

• Darwin laments the loss of two famous holes, The Maiden and The Sahara.  Why were they made        
unrecognizable?
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SEGMENT 2: ROYAL CINQUE PORTS

• Begin the segment with modern golfers playing and describing the 3.2 mile “hole” connecting Royal Cinque Ports and 
Royal St. George’s through towns, fields and rocky beaches, replicating a “hole” first performed in 1898.

• Stories and facts about Royal Cinque Ports, a.k.a. Deal, to be told combining interviews and Darwin’s text:

• The club has the first known photo of a hole in one: Lionel Munn on the 14th, cigarette in mouth.
• In the 1920 Open Championship at Deal, why did Walter Hagen change in the parking lot?

• Architects Hanse, Doak and Ebert discuss whether the course could hold up to the modern professional game and 
host another Open Championship.

• Darwin paints with words the last four holes, among the finest finish in all of golf.  Describing the 16th: “That 
second shot is such an inspiring one.  The green stands there waiting to be won, defying us to reach it, and to 
abandon the attempt without a struggle is sad work.”
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SEGMENT 3: LITTLESTONE

• Darwin’s narrative again sets the scene over beauty shots of a quaint town and its golf course: “We are right on the edge of 
the sea; we snuff it with fresh and salt in our nostrils, and can almost believe that one wave, just a little larger than the
others, could overwhelm the road and the terrace and the very links themselves.”

• Stories and facts about Littlestone, to be told combining interviews and Darwin’s text:

• Brad Faxon shares the story of playing an Open qualifier there, where one day the scores were regularly in the ‘60’s, 
but the wind picked up and the next day hardly anyone broke 80.

• Despite its proximity to the water, storms bypass Littlestone as if it were encased in a bubble.  We’ll explore why, 
and look at how that has impacted the course.

• Darwin’s masterful description of 11 , and the story behind the canal he made infamous with his words:
“There is a canal, a nasty, insidious serpentine beast of a canal, which winds its way
along the left-hand side of the course, and it is our duty, in order to gain distance, to
hug it as close as we dare; yet if we show ourselves the least bit too affectionate towards
it, this ungrateful canal will assuredly engulf our ball to our utter destruction.”
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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MEET BERNARD DARWIN

• Bernard Darwin, grandson of naturalist Charles Darwin, wrote The Golf Courses of the British Isles in 1910.  The book 
was widely popular upon its release, both for Darwin’s writing and the accompanying watercolors by Harry Rowntree, 
featured in this presentation.

• As golf writer for The Times, Darwin reinvented sports writing by actually describing the setting and competition with 
never before seen eloquence and style, putting readers in the middle of the action, and rarely if ever hiding his emotions.

• Darwin himself was a unique personality.  A very good golfer in his own right, his on-course outbursts were legendary.  
He participated in many of the events he was covering, often writing about himself in the third person: “He is one of the 
most enigmatical golfers of my acquaintance. You can never tell to what depths of futility he may fall.”

• There is a timeless quality to Darwin’s writing.  His works are as relevant today as they were when first published. The 
Golf Courses of the British Isles is still widely quoted by clubs to create a sense of majesty, tradition, class and stature. 
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